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High-temperature superconductivity (HTS) emerges in quite diﬀerent electronic materials: cuprates, diborides, and iron-pnictide
superconductors. Looking for unity in the diversity we find in all these materials a common lattice architecture: they are practical
realizations of heterostructures at atomic limit made of superlattices of metallic active layers intercalated by spacers as predicted
in 1993 by one of us. The multilayer architecture is the key feature for the presence of electronic topological transitions where the
Fermi surface of one of the subbands changes dimensionality. The superlattice misfit strain η between the active and spacer layers
is shown to be a key variable to drive the system to the highest critical temperature Tc that occurs at a particular point of the 3D
phase diagram Tc (δ, η) where δ is the charge transfer or doping. The plots of Tc as a function of misfit strain at constant charge
transfer in cuprates show a first-order quantum critical phase transition where an itinerant striped magnetic phase competes with
superconductivity in the proximity of a structural phase transition, that is, associated with an electronic topological transition.
The shape resonances in these multigap superconductors is associated with the maximum Tc .

1. Introduction
Enormous eﬀorts have been spent since the discovery of
high temperature superconductors (HTSs) in 1986 [1] to
grab the physics that drives the macroscopic quantum eﬀects
from low to high-temperature. After twenty-three years of
investigations the community is now looking for a single
mechanism of high Tc superconductivity emerging in quite
diﬀerent layered systems made of copper oxides (CuO2 )
diborides (B2 ) and iron pnicitdes (FeAs) layers, discovered
in 1986, 2001, and 2008, respectively. Understanding the
lattice eﬀects that control the critical temperature at constant
doping is now considered a key point in the search for unity
in the diversity among diﬀerent HTSs [2–5]. The lattice
control of the functional electronic properties has been
found in colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) manganites
and in the field of ultracold Fermi gases where it has
been shown that the Bose or BCS condensation can be
controlled by making optical lattices. A first common feature
in the field of HTS is understanding the material dependent
properties that are now considered a key physical term
for understanding HTS. A second universal feature is the
multicomponent scenario in the verge of phase separation. In

fact in cuprates the polarons [1, 6, 7] and free carriers coexist
where the polarons (in the intermediate regime between
small and large polarons) span about 8 Cu sites [8] forming
a Wigner crystal at 1/8 doping [9, 10] and polaronic 1D
charge density waves [11] that coexist with a free correlated
Fermi liquid. The coexistence of polarons [12–16] and free
carriers in cuprates is now well established. In fact many
experiments show the coexistence of the pseudogap and
superconductivity. In fact the pseudo gap is related with
polaron ordering both in cuprates and in manganites where
they are more close to the small polaron limit [17].
A lot of time has been lost looking for HTS in the
proximity to a Mott insulating state, but this feature of
cuprate superconductors is not shared with both borides
and pnictides. On the contrary a common feature is the
proximity to a first-order quantum phase transition where
two metals [18–20] with comparable energy compete [21].
For example, in the case of cuprates at optimum doping
the attention is addressed now toward the competition of
a striped magnetic phase (a polaron Wigner crystal at 1/8
doping) with the superconducting phase as it is observed in
oxygen doped La2 CuO4 [22].
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It is possible that the common first-order quantum phase
transition, triggering the HTS phase in cuprates, diborides,
and pnictides, occurs where the chemical potential of a
multiband system is tuned near a electronic topological
transition (ETT) from a 2D (or 1D) metal to a 3D (or 2D)
metal in only one of its subbands [23–27]. In fact in these
conditions the exchange-like pairing between the diﬀerent
electronic components (polarons, in a narrow band near the
electronic critical point, and free carriers) shows a shape resonance or Feshbach resonance [25, 26] that drives up the Tc .
In this scenario by tuning the chemical potential near a
ETT the electronic, magnetic and elastic interactions drive
the system near a lattice instability with a large electronphonon interaction for one electronic portion of the system.
In presence of disorder these complex materials systems are
expected to show phase separation [28–31] with intrinsic,
functional, and connected spatial multiple scales, associated
with multiple temporal scales. The source of multiscale
phenomena could be the local bonding constraints leading to
a framework of coexisting short- and long-range fields and
competing orders. In this scenario diﬀerent experimental
techniques probing diﬀerent spatial and temporal scale
provide diﬀerent landscapes. The orchestrated interplay of
several order parameters in these complex materials is
believed to be in action with quantum critical fluctuations
favouring the entanglement giving a quantum coherence that
resists to the decoherence attacks of the high temperature.
Several quantum criticalities have been proposed in pnictides
[27] and cuprates [28] in a multivariable 3D space where
the charge density, a variable determined by lattice eﬀects,
and disorder are the main variables driving the system to
maximum Tc .
Billinge and Duxbury [32] have considered the “structural compliance” δs the ability of the structure to accommodate two diﬀerent types of carriers with a diﬀerent
local bond shortening associated with the doped electronic
hole. The structural compliance has been defined as δs =
(rb − r f )/rb where rb and r f are the lengths of the Cu–
O bond in the “buckled” and “flat” configurations. The
eﬀect of structural compliance on charge ordering in the
copper oxygen planes can result in stripe nanostructures.
The nonuniform nanoworld of sign varying textures in
strain, charge, and magnetization has been investigated
also in ferroelastic FE and colossal magnetoresistance CMR
materials besides HTS [30, 31]. The central insight is that
under doping a nonlinear lattice perturbation can produce
intrinsic inhomogeneities that induce multiscale eﬀects for
local lattice integrity constraints. The intercell large strain
texturing must be supported by intracell deformations,
reflected in bond/angle distribution. It has been proposed
that in high Tc cuprates the local bonding constraints
and the long-range consequences of strongly anisotropic
elasticity lead to coexisting short- and long-range forces
which results in specific networks of multiple, connected
scales. The elasticity self-consistently orders the polarons
(producing strong local lattice distortions) into patterns of
filaments and clumps. The strength of the local distortion
versus the bulk modulus elasticity determines the scales of
structural patterns from nano to micron and could explain
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many experimental results in HTS, CMR and FE materials
[31]. Several authors agree on the importance to introduce
competitive interaction in order to describe the charge, spin,
orbital, and energy configurations in diﬀerent points of
the phase diagram in complex functional materials such as
HTS [32]. The JT pairing in the lattice gas model proposed
by Miranda et al. [33] shows that the eﬀect of Coulomb
interactions between layers can stabilize the size of the charge
clusters and make the bipolarons mobile. The calculated
DOSs show the existence of up to four gaps, whose origin
is due to the energy to break each of the four bonds created
during the cluster formations. This multigap model suggests
a connection between the scenario of several energy gaps
and the local inhomogeneities observed in all HTSs systems.
There is agreement that the inhomogeneities arise because
all HTS are near a first-order transition tuned by the doping
and superlattice misfit strain. It has been proved that without
the long-range Coulomb repulsion, the system is unstable
with respect to the first order phase transition by direct
Monte Carlo simulations [34]. We have to remark that
all these scenarios agree that HTS is a particular case of
multigap superconductivity [35] both for diborides and for
iron pnictides [26, 27].

2. The Superlattice Misfit Strain in HTS
There is the consensus that the cuprates showing hightemperature superconductivity, are not three-dimensional
(3D) cubic perovskites, like ABO3 , but all HTS cuprates
belong to the subclass of layered defective perovskites made
of a stack of infinite layers of bcc CuO2 layers intercalated
by diﬀerent layers playing the role of spacers [36–39]. This
is now a well-established common feature of all known
HTSs (cuprates, diborides, and iron pnictides): their lattice
architecture is made of stacks of active superconducting
planes intercalated by spacers or block layers as shown in
Figure 1. For example, the hole-doped oxygen-doped layered
perovskite family La2 CuO4+y is made of [CuO2 ].∞−2+δ active
−δ
bcc layers intercalated by rocksalt [La2 O2+y ].+2
spacer fcc
∞
layers.
The studies of the variation of the superconducting
critical temperature Tc among cuprates by substitution of
cations in the spacers, that have the same valence but
diﬀerent radii, show that their primary eﬀect is a lattice eﬀect
which results in dramatic change on Tc . Therefore there
is growing interest on the out-of-plane structural influence
(i.e., going on in the spacer layers) that controls the basic
intrinsic feature of the electronic structure of CuO2 plane.
In fact the maximum Tc has been shown to vary widely (by
up to a factor of 10) between crystals sharing the same hole
density in CuO2 plane but diﬀerent structures or ordering of
dopants in the spacer layers. Therefore the identification of
such an out-of-plane influence may be pivotal to finding a
roadmap to higher-Tc superconductors or manipulation of
the superconducting state for novel electronic devices. The
chemical pressure is a second variable, beyond doping, that
has to be considered to drive the system toward the ETT of
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Figure 1: Pictorial view of the superlattice with a first layer with
a first material characterized by lattice parameter a1 and a second
layer with a second material characterized by a lattice parameter
a2 . The superlattice misfit strain is η = (a1 − a2 )/a where a is the
mean averaged lattice parameter a = (a1 + a2 )/2. The compensated
superlattice, showed on the right, has an overall microstrain zero,
with a first layer under compressive microstrain ε(a − a1 )/a and a
second intercalated layer under a tensile microstrain (a2 − a)/a. It is
therefore easy to show, because of the balance in the compensated
superlattice of the microstrain, that the misfit strain is related to
microstrain by the following relationship η = 2ε.

one of its components that will trigger the shape resonance
for the high Tc in HTS [25, 26].
In all 3D perovskites ABO3 and in manganites, it is well
established that the phase diagram of the electronic phases
depends on the two variables, charge density and chemical
pressure. The chemical pressure is described by the tolerance
factor [40]. In perovskites the tolerance factor t has been
used to explain the variation of the ratio c/a in the K2 NiF4
structure at very large dopings; in fact for a t > 1 the atomic
displacements parallel to the c axis induce an increase of
the c lattice parameter to relieve the compressive stress [41].
For La124 cuprate perovskites with K2 NiF4 structure it has
been proposed that the tolerance factor drives the system in
a regime of quantum critical magnetic fluctuations [42].
Since HTS superconductors are superlattices of metallic
layers, the appropriate physical variable describing elastic
eﬀects is not the tolerance factor for 3D ABO3 systems but
the superlattice misfit strain between the diﬀerent layers [43,
44]. Therefore for the layered superconducting perovskites
made of a superlattice of CuO2 layers separated by multiple
complex spacer layers the relevant physical quantity is the
misfit strain between the CuO2 active and the spacer layers.
For layered high-Tc superconductors, the superlattice misfit
strain should be considered as important as the doping as it
was first pointed out first for cuprates [45–48], after for the
diborides [49], and finally for pnictides [50].
In cuprates it has not been trivial to introduce the
measure of the superlattice misfit strain for because the
spacer layers are made of complex diﬀerent materials with

multiple cations having largely diﬀerent coordination numbers. The measure of the superlattice misfit strain [45] and
its introduction in the cuprate phase diagram besides doping
and temperature has allowed to quantify the lattice eﬀects
in HTS. Increasing the value of the misfit strain above a
critical value the systems are driven to a structural phase
transition. High Tc occurs at low misfit strain but large
disorder, dislocations, lattice stripes, and incommensurate
lattice modulations appear approaching the structural phase
transitions. As we show in Figure 1 the superlattice misfit
strain is defined as η = (a1 − a2 )/a, where a1 and a2
are the unit cell parameters of the ideal first and second
layers, respectively, when they are well separated, and a =
(a1 + a2 )/2. In the compensated multilayer the first layers
of the superlattice exhibit a compressive microstrain ε1c =
(a1 − a)/a and the second layers a tensile microstrain ε2t =
(a − a2 )/a. The average strain is zero in the compensated
superlattice, approximating the elastic constants in the active
and the intercalated layers as equal, ε = ε1c = ε2t , and the
lattice parameter of the superlattice is close to (a1 + a2 )/2.
The microstrain can be obtained by measuring the lattice
parameter of the superlattice, a, by knowing the unrelaxed
ideal lattice parameter of only one of the two layers. The
superlattice misfit strain will be given by η = ε1c + ε2t = 2ε
as it was proposed in [45].
Therefore the problem has been solved for cuprates
by obtaining the misfit strain from the measure of the
compressive microstrain ε = (R0 − r)/r in the CuO2 plane
(that has the same absolute value as the tensile microstrain in
the intercalated layers). The determination of the value of the
equilibrium Cu–O distance for a Cu2+ ion with square planar
coordination has been solved using the value R0 = 197 pm
of the Cu2+ ion in water solution measured by EXAFS. The
superlattice misfit strain measuring the elastic field acting
on the active and intercalated layers of a superlattice can be
therefore obtained by measuring the microstrain in the active
layer [45–50].
The microstrain is changed in cuprates and in diborides
by chemical substitution of ions with diﬀerent ionic radii
in the spacer layers. The internal chemical pressure acts
as a complex anisotropic stress tensor that produces a
compressive microstrain of the bcc CuO2 layer in cuprates
and a tensile microstrain of the graphene-like B layer in
magnesium diborides and of the Fe layers in pnictides.
A strong support for the misfit strain scenario is the
behaviour of the spin-gap energy for several diﬀerent
cuprates at constant doping such as La2−x Srx CuO4 (x =
0.16) (LSCO) YBa2 Cu3 O6.85 (YBCO), Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+y
(BSCO), and for La2−x Srx CuO4 (LBCO) as shown in Figure 2
[47]. The experimental results show a correlation between
magnetic excitations and misfit strain at constant doping 1/8.
The cuprates at constant 1/8 doping show a bicritical point at
a critical misfit strain ηc between the superconducting and a
static magnetic order. Increasing further the misfit strain the
system goes to the structural phase transition from the T to
T  phase. This trend makes clear that the dynamical magnetic
excitations show the typical behaviour in the proximity of
a critical point of a quantum phase transition. The high
Tc superconductivity occurs in the region of a quantum
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Figure 2: Lower panel: spin-gap energy as a function of misfit strain
η/ηc , normalized to the critical values of the 1/8 phase, in diﬀerent
superconducting cuprates at optimum doping. Upper panel: the
superconducting critical temperature as a function of the misfit
strain at constant doping (1/8) and the Wigner polaron crystal in
Nd doped La214 cuprate perovskites. The structural transition from
T → T  at high misfit strain is indicated.

paramagnetism near the onset of quantum fluctuation as
shown in Figure 3.
The proposed 3D phase diagram Tc (η, δ) of cuprates
[45–48] in Figure 4 shows diﬀerent regions of phase separation. The phase separation in the range of optimum
doping has been reproduced in a recent work by a theoretical
two band model [51, 52]. The phase with “more itinerant”
electrons appears at small misfit strain, and the “more
localized” and more ordered phase arises at high misfit strain.
At doping 1/8 and at a critical misfit strain ηc a polaron
Wigner crystal has been identified where the spin gap goes
to zero and a static magnetic order appears [9, 10]. The
stripe fluctuations in space and time and the phase-separated
state appears in the proximity of the Wigner crystal and it is
possible to move away from it changing the doping or the
misfit strain or both.
A strong support to the key role of the misfit-strain
variable besides doping and disorder for the phase diagram
of HTS comes recently from many experimental results
in superconducting pnictides [53]. Recently Cruz et al.
[54] have provided support for the key role of misfit
strain changing the crystal lattice structure without changing charge carrier density by isoelectronic subtistution in
undoped CeFeAs1−x Px O. The results show that decreasing
the iron-iron distance the system shows a magnetic quantum
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Figure 3: The magnetic phase diagram of cuprates: Tc , doping δ
and misfit strain η. The The misfit strain η (i.e., microstrain or
internal chemical pressure) and the doping δ are normalized to the
critical values of the 1/8 phase (δc , ηc ), where the commensurate
magnetic stripe phase occurs at δ doping of 1/8 hole for Cu site
and misfit strain 7%. Therefore the Aeppli–Bianconi critical point
is near the point (1, 1) in the 2D space.

critical point where the striped antiferromagnetic order and
orthorombic distorsions are suppressed. The work oﬀers
additional support for the role of the second axis besides
electronic doping in the description of HTS phase diagram.
The authors suggest that the pnictogen height in iron
arsenide is the important controlling parameter for the
electronic and magnetic properties; however it is worth to
notice that increasing compressive (tensile) microstrain the
As ions are pushed up (down) along the c-axis, and therefore
the measure of the displacement of the As ion is an indirect
measure of the misfit-strain in pnictides.
The misfit–strain can be used to cross a quantum critical
point going near the striped phase without the influence of
charge carrier doping. It is worth to note that is the same
quantum critical state pointed out in cuprates at doping
1/8 and misfit strain 7% that is shown in Figure 3 [55–57].
Here a first-order quantum critical point occurs where an
itinerant striped magnetic phase and superconductivity, in
the proximity of a structural phase transition, compete.
In pnictides we have shown that electron-doped FeAs
layers have a tensile microstrain due to the misfit strain
between the active layers and the spacers. We have identified
the critical range of doping and microstrain where the
critical temperature gets amplified to its maximum value in
Figure 5. The equilibrium Fe–Fe distance in the FeAs layers
has been found by investigating a set of materials where the
intercalated ions in spacer layer have the same charge and
plotting the microstrain as a function of ionic radius in the
spacer layers. The Fe–Fe distance decreases with the ionic
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radius in the spacers but below a critical radius of the ions
in the spacers they do not introduce any variation of the Fe–
Fe distance in the FeAs layer. We have therefore taken the
value of the Fe–Fe distance in this regime as the unstrained
distances for the Fe ions R0−1 = 276.35 pm in the [FeAs]−∞1
layer. The microstrain of the [FeAs]−∞1 layers can therefore
be easily measured. In fact these layers are made of edge
sharing FeAs4 tetrahedral units; therefore the misfit strain
induces mainly a rotation of the bonds pushing the As–Fe–As
bond out of the ideal value of the tetrahedral angle 109.28◦ ,
where the
ideal lattice parameter of the orthorhombic lattice
√
is ao = 2aT = 552.7 pm.
The phase diagrams for “122” and “1111” pnictides show
that the maximum Tc occurs in the shaded area of doping
and misfit strain shown in Figure 1.
The diﬀerence between the region of high Tc in “1111”
and “122” systems in the misfit-strain doping space is
determined by the fact that the two systems are superlattices
of quantum wells with very diﬀerent electronic potential
barriers in the spacer layers for itinerant electrons in the
active layers.

3. Conclusion
We have discussed the superlattice misfit strain as a key material dependent parameter besides doping and temperature
for the phase diagram of HTS materials. We have proposed
the superlattice misfit strain as the key parameter controlling
the elastic field eﬀects in the system that allow to describe
the HTS phase diagram for cuprates, magnesium diborides,
and iron arsenides. These systems are driven to the point
of maximum Tc by all or one of the key variables doping,
disorder and misfit strain.
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chemical pressure) and the doping δ are normalized to the critical
values of the 1/8 phase (δc , ηc ); therefore the critical point is at
(1, 1) where the superconducting critical temperature goes to zero
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Figure 5: The microstrain ε (proportional to the Fe–Fe distance)
and the misfit strain η = 2ε are plotted as a function of the doping
for the “122” family and for the “1111” family of high-temperature
superconducting FeAs compounds. The highlighted area is the
region where the maximum Tc occurs.

In hole-doped superconductors the compressive strain in
the CuO2 plane is related with the tensile RE-O microstrain
on the rocksalt spacer layer. The diﬀerent lattice misfit
between the building blocks of the diﬀerent perovskites
induces a microstrain on the CuO2 lattice forming short
range dynamic lattice stripes with a modulated the Cu–O
distance in the plane in the range of misfit strain 0.5 <
ηc < 1. Electron- doped cuprates and iron arsenides show
a tensile microstrain exerted on the CuO2 or FeAs plane and
a compressive microstrain on the fluorite spacer layers.
Finally the misfit strain provides a new insight in the
complex physics of the HTS systems. A deep understanding
of this point will help to material design of new high
Tc superconductors [23, 37] with fascinating and exotic
properties for novel technological applications.
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